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Abstract18

An extension of the use of the Linear Response Function to interpret19

non-covalent interactions is put forward. Due to its computational intri-20

cacies, most applications until now have been done on isolated atoms or21

molecules using coupled perturbed Hartree Fock or Kohn Sham theory22

thereby adopting the simplest level for the LRF evaluation, the Indepen-23

dent Particle Approximation . The previously presented possibilities for24

extension (the Random Phase and the “full” expression) are scrutinised,25

thereby highlighting the intricacies in the evaluation of the exchange cor-26

relation term in the case of meta GGAs and Hybrid functionals, and27

implemented. A set of 25 hydrogen bonded and 11 Halogen bonded sys-28

tems, selected from Hobzas S66 and X 40 compilations, were used to29

investigate the correlation between the stabilization energy due to these30

non- covalent interactions and the relevant atom-atom condensed LRF31

matrix element. The lack of a relevant correlation in the case of hydro-32

gen bonding is contrasted with the excellent result for the halogen bonds.33
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The correlation between the full option and the IPA is high providing34

support for our previous work using the IPA approximation as is also35

the case for the previously used Iterative Hirshfeld condensation and the36

more advanced FOHI method making use of fractional occupation num-37

bers. The fundamental difference between hydrogen and halogen bond38

behaviour and the retrieval of the stability sequence within the halogen39

bonds series are traced back to the nature of the LRF as a response40

function for perturbations in the external potential putting polarisation41

effects and the polarisability of the atoms of the donor- acceptor cou-42

ple at the forefront . The extension to the use of the softness kernel is43

advocated and already invoked to rectify the behavior of two deviating44

complexes involving S as second row halogen bond acceptor atom.45

Keywords: Conceptual DFT, Linear Response Function, Coupled Perturbed46

Kohn Sham Theory, Hydrogen Bonds, Halogen Bonds , Polarization,47

Polarizability, Softness Kernel48

ORCID Numbers: PG: 0000-0003-1897-7285; CVA: 0000-0001-9946-809x;49

FDP: 0000-0003-4900-751350

1 Introduction51

Considered nowadays as a full-fledged part of Density Functional Theory[1, 2]52

Conceptual DFT (CDFT) has gained widespread interest over recent decades53

in its endeavour to provide sharp definitions for sometimes long standing but54

rather vaguely defined chemical concepts, enabling, as a consequence and in55

principle, their numerical evaluation. [3–12] Central in this ansatz, launched56

by Parr in the late eighties [2, 3], is the response function concept [13] in the57

context of the energy E = E[N, v] functional, describing chemical reactivity58

in terms of the response of an atom, molecule to perturbations/changes in59

its number of electrons, N , and/or the external potential v (the potential felt60

by the electrons due to the nuclei in the case of an isolated system), typical61

for a chemical reaction. These response functions arise in a natural way by62

a functional Taylor series expansion of E = E[N, v] functional. They consist63

of partial, functional or mixed derivatives of the type ∂nE[N,v]
∂mNδv(r1)δv(r2)...δv(rm′ )

64
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(with n = m+m′) indicating the sensitivity of a system towards perturbations65

in N and/or v, the final answer to the perturbation being the product of these66

response functions and the magnitude of the perturbation, written - when67

considered to be finite - as ∆N or ∆v(r) to the appropriate power. This stresses68

the fact that that response functions are intrinsic properties of the system, i.e.69

only function of the nature of the system, not a function of the (magnitude)70

of the perturbation and that they can be expected to bear information about71

the intrinsic reactivity of the system.72

The study of the response functions ∂nE[N,v]
∂mNδv(r1)δv(r2)...δv(rm′ )

, and their use,73

either as such or in the context of a number of principles, such as Sanderson’s74

Electronegativity Equalization Principle [14] (and its associated Electronega-75

tivity Equalization Method (EEM) [15]), Pearson’s Hard and Soft Acids and76

Bases (HSAB) [16–18] and his Maximum Hardness Principles (MHP) [18, 19],77

is in fact the “fil rouge” in the history and development of Conceptual DFT.78

[20] From the nineties on, a practical way to classify and interconnect the79

variety of response functions is the “Response Function Tree” [2, 4, 5, 21].80

It displays how, adopting the usual sequence, ‘pure’ N derivatives are at the81

extreme left, ‘pure’ v derivatives at the extreme right at a given order of per-82

turbation n, and that when going from left to right one passes, through mixed83

derivatives, from global (i.e. r-independent), to local (i.e. r-dependent) to non-84

local (depending on r, r′, r′′, . . . ) descriptors (Figure 1) The n = 1 derivatives85

(the electronic chemical potential [22] and the electron density itself ρ(r), being86

global and local in nature, respectively) and two of the three n = 2 deriva-87

tives (the chemical hardness [16] and the electronic Fukui function f(r) [2, 23],88

again being global and local in nature respectively) have received widespread89

attention in the past decades and have been extensively commented on in90
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various review papers. On the contrary, the utmost right n = 2 derivative, non-91

local in nature, received much less attention until some years ago. This second92

functional derivative of E with respect to the external potential at constant93

number of electrons,
(

δ2E
δv(r1)δv(r2)

)

N
, usually written as χ(r, r′), is a kernel and94

is commonly referred to as the Linear Response Function (LRF). [2, 4, 5, 24–95

26] The reasons why its importance in CDFT was limited in the early years of96

CDFT are clear: this descriptor is (much) more complicated than its n = 1 or97

n = 2 congeners, being a function of six variables, turns out hard to evaluate98

and, even after evaluation, its representation and interpretation is much more99

demanding than for the other response functions, being at most functions of100

three variables like the density and the Fukui function. Remarkably the fre-101

quency dependent form of the LRF, χ(r, r′, ω), has a long standing tradition in102

Time Dependent DFT.[27] where thanks to pioneering work by Gross [28, 29]103

and the elegant matrix formulation by Casida [30, 31], it offers a routinely104

available road to compute the electronic transition energies/frequencies as its105

poles and on the fly its intensities and assignments. This remarkable compu-106

tational evolution however was not accompanied by parallel investigations on107

different ways of evaluating, representing and especially chemically interpret-108

ing its frequency independent, or static, congener, χ(r, r′). However , in work109

mainly published by the group of two of the present authors, published in the110

past 10 to 15 years, it was shown how to calculate this response function at111

different levels of approximation, how to come to adequate 1, 2 and 3D rep-112

resentations, and above all, how to extract important chemical information113

from this linear response function . We thereby concentrated on a variety of114

atomic and molecular properties such as atomic shell structure, [32–34] induc-115

tive and mesomeric effects in organic molecules, [35] electron delocalization,116

[36] aromaticity and anti-aromaticity in organic and inorganic ring systems,117
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[37–39] and the link with electrical conductance [40], based on analogies with118

Coulsons atom-atom polarizability in π-electron systems.[41] At a more fun-119

damental level the LRF was exploited in scrutinizing Kohn’s Nearsightedness120

of Electronic Matter (NEM) concept, [42, 43] invoking also the the softness121

kernel s(r, r′), [44] the grand canonical analogue of the LRF with the grand122

potential Ω[µ, v] replacing the energy functional as key quantity. Numerical123

evidence was thereby presented [45] for the link between Kohn’s Nearsight-124

edness principle and the chemical transferability of functional groups, [46] a125

cornerstone in rationalizing organic chemistry. [47]126

This short status-report of the chemistry hidden in this at first awk-127

ward kernel shows that until now essentially intramolecular phenomena were128

addressed, exploiting the properties of covalent bonds and that the LRF was129

rarely used in discussing intermolecular interactions, as could be expected in130

the context of chemical reactivity . An exception is the study of Diels-Alder131

reactions and the trimerization of acetylene [39] where it was shown that the132

evolution of the para (1,4) linear response function upon six-ring formation133

shows a maximum at the transition state , the σ-π decomposition in the lat-134

ter case being in agreement with ring- current maps and Nucleus Independent135

Shift analysis.136

Moreover, to the best of our knowledge the possible role of the LRF137

in discussing /interpreting non-covalent interactions has until now not been138

undertaken yet. In the present paper a first attempt in this direction is139

reported: starting with a long standing and key member of the non-covalent140

interaction family, the hydrogen bond [48], but with an extension to its con-141

gener, the halogen bond. Although known for more than a century, it only142

received widespread interest both from theoretical and experimental side in143

recent years. [49–51] The sigma-hole concept, as scrutinized by Politzer and144
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coworkers, [52, 53] thereby played a fundamental role when rationalising and145

classifying this kind of interaction in different constellations (e.g. when pass-146

ing, as halogen, from fluorine, to chlorine, bromine and iodine but also when147

passing from halogen to chalcogen [54], pnictogen [55] and tetrel [56] bonds,148

replacing the halogen by a group 16, 15, and 14 atom). Its literature is vast,149

but it looked tempting for us to see in this proof-of-concept paper, and in view150

of our recent interest in halogen, chalcogen, pnictogen and tetrel bonds [57–59]151

if a concept like the LRF, originating in a totally different context , might also152

be invoked to get (maybe alternative) insights into this series of non-covalent153

interactions.154

The test-bank for our exploration consists of Hobza’s well-known S66 and155

X40 H-bond and halogen bonded (X-bond) data set [60, 61] in which all sys-156

tems have been calculated at the same uniform, high quality level for both157

equilibrium geometries and interaction energies, affording in the latter case a158

uniform level comparison between the strength of a H or X-bond and LRF data.159

On the fly we will also present the first report on the influence of the various160

levels of theory which can be used for the calculation of the LRF in a Coupled161

Perturbed Kohn Sham ansatz [62, 63], the only ansatz, with one exception [64]162

used to evaluate the LRF until now . Again with only one exception[45] , the163

simplest level of theory, the Independent Particle Approximation, was used164

hitherto in this context whereas Coupled Perturbed Kohn Sham theory dis-165

plays various levels of approximation from which the IPA approach is only the166

most approximate one . Our aim was to investigate the passage to less approx-167

imate schemes , such as the Random Phase Approximation and the “full”168

CPKS ansatz showing also the intricacies of its implementation when DFT169

exchange correlation potentials of fundamentally different nature are used (170
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LDA, GGA , Hybrids). Finally the sensitivity of the results to the condensa-171

tion technique , used upon integration of the six dimensional kernel into an172

atom by atom matrix, is tested.173

<<< INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE >>>174

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 (Theory and Compu-175

tational Aspects), the basic theory of the LRF is summarised, paying particular176

attention to the different levels of approximation of the CPKS ansatz, their177

implementation with different types of DFT functionals and the two conden-178

sation techniques that will be compared. Finally, the selection of systems from179

the complete S66 and X40 basis is justified and information is given on the180

codes at use in this study. In section 3 (Results and Discussion) at first an181

overview will be given on the overall results, comparing Hobza’s interaction182

energies with the relevant LRF characteristics. Narrowing the picture to X-183

bonds in a second stage for reasons that will be explained, these results will184

be used to investigate the methodological issues mentioned before. Finally a185

detailed explanation for the failures and successes in the field of H and X bonds186

respectively will be given. In Section 3 (Conclusions) the intermediate conclu-187

sions are gathered in an overall take home message and an outlook for future188

investigations .189

2 Theory and Computational Aspects190

2.1 Basic Theory191

Details about the basic theory highlighted in the section can be found in192

references [24, 26]; the at first awkward expression for χ,193

χ(r, r′) =

(

δ2E

δv(r)δv(r′)

)

N

(1)
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becomes more transparent when realizing that194

(

δE

δv(r)

)

N

= ρ(r) (2)

turning Eq. (1) into195

χ(r, r′) =

(

δρ(r)

δv(r′)

)

N

=

(

δρ(r′)

δv(r)

)

N

= χ(r′, r) (3)

This expression yields a simple physical interpretation of the Linear196

Response Function and reveals the interest in scrutinising its chemical rele-197

vance: χ(r, r′) indeed represents the sensitivity of the density at position r198

to a change in the external potential at position r′ or vice versa, which is199

clearly important to be considered at the onset of a chemical reaction, the200

playground of conceptual DFT. The first order change in the density ∆ρ(r)201

upon a perturbation ∆v(r′)202

∆ρ(r) =

∫
(

δρ(r)

δv(r′)

)

N

∆v(r′)dr′ =

∫

χ(r, r′)∆v(r′)dr′ (4)

then reveals the terminology: χ(r, r′) characterizes the linear response of203

the density at position r upon (perturbation) of the potential at position r′.204

This simple relationship between both quantities only holds when the strength205

of the perturbation is small and higher order terms can be neglected. Note206

that the term ‘linear’ is at first sight contradictory with the position of the207

linear response function in the CDFT tree, the reason being that the tree is208

based on the energy functional, for which χ(r, r′) characterises the quadratic209

response. The most general expression for the linear response function can be210

obtained from standard, first order perturbation theory [2] starting from the211

density expression for a N electron system described by a wave function Ψ212

(considered to be real and time independent)213
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Ψ = Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xN ) (5)

where xi is a four-vector containing three spatial coordinates gathered in214

ri and a spin variable si.The density at position r, ρ(r), is then given by215

ρ(r) = N

∫

. . .

∫

Ψ∗(x,x2, . . . ,xN )Ψ(x,x2, . . . ,xN )dsdx2dx3 . . . dxN (6)

Considering now a one-electron perturbation in the potential216

∆V =
∑

i

∆v(ri) (7)

first order perturbation theory yields217

∆ρ(r1) =N

∫

. . .

∫

(

Ψ∗Ψ−Ψ
∗(0)
0 Ψ

(0)
0

)

ds1dx2dx3 . . . dxN

=2N
∑

j>0

(

E
(0)
0 − E

(0)
j

)−1

〈Ψ
(0)
j |∆V |Ψ

(0)
0 〉

×

∫

. . .

∫

Ψ
∗(0)
0 Ψ

(0)
j ds1dx2dx3 . . . dxN

(8)

where the summation over j runs over all excited states Ψj , Ψ0 denoting218

the ground state, with associated energy levels Ej and E0 and the superscript219

(0) denotes the unperturbed system. Evaluating the ∆V matrix elements and220

comparing (8) with (4) then yields221

χ(r1, r2) =2N2
∑

j>0

(

E
(0)
0 − E

(0)
j

)−1
∫

. . .

∫

Ψ
∗(0)
j Ψ

(0)
0 ds2dx1dx3 . . . dxN

×

∫

. . .

∫

Ψ
∗(0)
0 Ψ

(0)
1 ds1dx2dx3 . . . dxN

(9)
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or introducing the density operator ρop(r)222

χ(r, r′) = 2
∑

j>0

(

E
(0)
0 − E

(0)
j

)−1

〈j|ρop(r)|0〉〈0|ρop(r
′)|j〉 (10)

The frequency dependent counterpart χ(r, r′; ω) of the LRF as used in223

Time Dependent DFT[27] boils down to this expression for zero frequency and224

in the case of real orbitals .225

2.2 The Coupled Perturbed Kohn Sham approach and226

its implementation227

As stated above, confronted with the summation over all excited states, work228

in this field has nearly always been done using a Coupled Perturbed Hartree229

Fock (HF) or Kohn Sham (KS) ansatz. In the Coupled Perturbed approaches230

[24, 26, 63] one starts from a single Slater determinant for the unperturbed231

system involving orbitals φi, solutions of the unperturbed HF or KS equations,232

whose change under perturbation is evaluated at different orders. In the case233

of a closed shell system and considering again real orbitals the first order234

equations then yield (for a complete derivation see [24, 26]235

χ(r, r′) =

(

δρ(r)

δv(r′)

)

N

= −4
∑

ia

∑

jb

(

M−1
)

ia,jb
φ
(0)
i (r)φ(0)

a (r)φ
(0)
j (r′)φ

(0)
b (r′)

(11)

where the M matrix elements are given by236

237

• in HF:

(M)ia,jb = (εa − εi) δijδab + 4(ia|jb)− (ib|ja)− (ij|ab) (12)
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• in KS:

(M)ia,jb = (εa − εi) δijδab + 4(ia|jb) + 4(ia|fXC(r, r
′)|jb) (13)

The εk stand for the orbital energies, indices i and j refer to occupied

orbitals, a and b to unoccupied ones and the integrals between curly brackets

are the two-electron repulsion integrals in the chemist’s notation. In the KS

expression the exchange-correlation term is defined in terms of the operator

fXC(r, r
′) =

δ2EXC

δρ(r)δρ(r′)
(14)

where EXC is the exchange-correlation energy. It can now easily be seen that238

three levels of approximation arise in the construction of the M matrix, both239

in Hartree Fock and Kohn Sham. In the Independent Particle Approximation240

(IPA) only the orbital energy dependent term is retained, (εa − εi) δijδab. It is241

the only term in Hartree Fock if the influence of the external potential pertur-242

bation on the first order correction to the Fock operator (through the perturbed243

orbitals) is neglected; in Kohn Sham it is the only remaining term if the244

influence of the potential perturbation on the Coulomb/Hartree and exchange-245

correlation potentials is dropped. In the Random Phase Approximation (RPA)246

the influence of this perturbation is maintained in the Coulomb terms resulting247

again in an identical expression for HF and KS: (εa − εi) δijδab+4(ia|jb). The248

third level uses the full expressions (11-13)) where now the RPA expression is249

supplemented with an exchange term in HF and an exchange-correlation term250

in KS. Note that, due to a misprint the HF exchange term in refs [24] and [26]251

is different, numerical results reported by our group hitherto being however252

correct. In fact the simplest approximation (IPA) has been the only one used253
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until now in the studies mentioned in the Introduction, except for a few cases254

in Ref [45]. Its expression reduces to (dropping the superscripts to simplify the255

notation)256

χ(r, r′) = −4
∑

i

∑

a

(εa − εi)
−1

φ
(0)
i (r)φ(0)

a (r)φ(0)
a (r′)φ

(0)
i (r′) (15)

which equals δρ(r)
δvKS(r′)

: the functional derivative of ρ with respect to the KS257

potential vKS [65, 66]258

χKS(r, r
′) =

δρ(r)

δvKS(r′)
(16)

In the present work the three levels of approximation are used offering the259

possibility to scrutinise the effect of the corrections to the IPA level from both260

quantitative and qualitative (trends in the results between different systems)261

point of view. The Independent Particle Approximation is straightforward to262

evaluate after a standard HF or KS calculation. The Random Phase Approx-263

imation only involves the standard manipulation of two-electron interaction264

integrals, as is the case for the full expression in HF . The evaluation of the265

exchange-correlation term in the KS approach is more demanding starting266

from a well-chosen exchange-correlation potential. Here, care should be taken267

at two points . Firstly, in the case of hybrid functionals (for recent, compre-268

hensive and critical accounts of the different type of functionals see references269

[67, 68]) e.g. B3LYP [69, 70], where part of the exact exchange energy is intro-270

duced in the energy expression, an accordingly adapted version of the exchange271

correlation contribution in the M matrix element should be used, of the type,272

(M)ia,jb = (εa − εi) δijδab+4(ia|jb)+4(ia|fXC(r, r
′; α)|jb)+α (−(ib|ja)− (ij|ab))

(17)
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where α denotes the percentage of exact exchange included in the energy-273

expression. Secondly the evaluation of the fXC term should be looked upon274

with care. In the case of LDA functionals the exchange energy density eXC275

defining EXC via the relation276

EXC =

∫

eXC(ρ,∇ρ, . . .)(r)dr (18)

contains only a ρ-dependence leading to a simple expression for fXC, namely277

fXC(r, r
′) =

∂2eXC

∂ρ(r)∂ρ(r′)
δ(r− r′) (19)

which can be obtained e.g. directly from the libxc library [71] In the case278

of GGA functionals however, and in hybrid functionals containing them (e.g.279

B3LYP), eXC also depends on ∇ρ resulting in much more complicated terms280

involving second order derivatives of both the
(

∂2eXC

∂ρ∂∇ρ

)

and
(

∂2eXC

∂∇ρ∂∇ρ

)

types.281

[72–76] Recently, in a study on diatomics and the ten electron molecules NH3,282

CH4, H2O and HF, we were however able to show that, not unexpectedly,283

these terms lead to corrections on the atom condensed LRF matrix-elements284

(vide infra) which are much smaller than the GGA correction (19). In the case285

of H2O for example, they amount to far less than 10 % for
(

∂2eXC

∂ρ∂∇ρ

)

and less286

than 1 % for
(

∂2eXC

∂∇ρ∂∇ρ

)

of the first GGA correction, obviously retaining the287

trends in the LRF values up to the first GGA correction.[77] As a result and288

in view of computational efficiency, we can safely neglect these corrections and289

stick, for GGA and Hybrid functionals, to the leading correction (19) . All290

calculations were done with the B3LYP functional with a 6-311++G** [78]291

basis-set where in the case of I a 6-311+G* basis set was constructed from the292

standard 6-311G basisset [79] by adding a soft L-type shell with exponent 0.02.293

Extensive comparisons in the parallel study mentioned above [77] show that294

the influence of the functional is minor and certainly does not influence trends295
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in the atom-atom condensed LRF values. In view of the complexity of the296

systems, an atom-integrated LRF is used [35] resulting in an atom- condensed297

LRF matrix with elements298

χAB =

∫

VA

∫

VB

χ(r, r′)drdr′ (20)

where the LRF is integrated in atomic basins in regions VA and VB associ-299

ated to atoms A and B. Two techniques were applied: the Iterative Hirshfeld300

method (HI) starting from spherically averaged atomic densities [80, 81], and301

its extension using fractional orbital occupations (FOHI) [82] in which spher-302

ical atom densities are calculated at the same level of theory of the molecular303

calculations. All calculations were performed staring from a standard KS cal-304

culation with the GAUSSIAN 16 package [83] coupled to the BRABO (to305

calculate the inverted M-matrix) and STOCK (to atom-atom partition the306

inverted M-matrix) programs developed by one of the present authors [81, 84]307

in which the LRF matrix calculation as presented above was implemented.308

2.3 Choice of the H-and X -Bond systems309

The selection of the systems out of the S66 and X40 list was made as follows.310

In view of the LRF results being presented as an atom by atom matrix we311

selected those H or X bond systems which indeed can be characterised by a 1312

to 1 contact between an H/X bond donor and acceptor atom eliminating for313

example complexes involving π- interactions as e.g. displayed by aromatics . In314

the same vein dispersion type complexes were not considered. Also complexes315

in which more than one H-bond interaction is present were eliminated in order316

to keep the interpretation of the results as simple as possible in this proof-of-317

concept paper. This led us to 25 H-bond complexes (cases 1-16 of the S66 set318

and 31 to 39 of the X40 set ) involving H-bonds with first row atoms (N,O,F319
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) and 11 X-bond complexes (cases 13-18 and 22-26 of the X40 set, involving320

Cl, Br and I as halogen bond donor and formaldehyde, trimethylamine and321

metanethiol as halogen-bond acceptor. Nine of these complexes involve a first322

row acceptor atom (O,N) and two a second row atom ( S). The complete set323

of systems with the results for the LRF at various levels of theory is given in324

Table S1 of the SI.325

3 Results and Discussion326

3.1 Overall trends327

It is immediately striking that the results for the H-bond and X-bond com-328

plexes were of fundamentally different nature .The halogen bond values329

(consider for the moment the full expression in Table S1) are much larger, and330

show a much larger range than the H-bond cases: in the case of the H-bonds,331

out of the 25 LRF values 18 are situated between 0.005 and 0.015 whereas for332

the halogen bonds, the values are typically one order of magnitude larger and333

vary from 0.05 to 0.15. These ranges should be compared with the interaction334

strength values, which were our main instrument to test the capability of the335

LRF in describing non-covalent interactions. There, although, as well-known,336

the orders of magnitude are similar, the range of the interaction strength is337

larger for the H-bonds, varying from 3 kcal mol−1 to some (exceptional) cases338

where it surpasses in absolute value 10 kcal mol−1. In the case of Halogen339

bonds the range of the interaction energies is between −1 and −6 kcal mol−1.340

This analysis immediately shows that in the case of H-bonds the LRF values341

are expected to fail in accounting for the wide range of interaction strengths on342

the basis of (very) small differences in their values. A satisfactory correlation343

can hardly be expected on the basis of this order of magnitude analysis and344

Figure S1 given in the Supplementary Information indeed shows that there is345
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in fact no correlation.346

The situation turns out to be completely different for the halogen bonds. In347

Figure 2 the plot of the interaction energy vs. the χ values (still the full expres-348

sion) is given. An excellent correlation is observed for the 9 cases where a349

halogen bond is formed (Cl, Br or I) with a first row atom acceptor (O and350

N, the cases of H2CO and TMA respectively). The regression line for these351

points (in black) is drawn and shows an R2 value of 0.952. The two outliers,352

given in red, are precisely the two cases where the accepting atom is a second353

row atom being the Sulfur atom of metanethiol.354

<<< INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE >>>355

Two questions arise: why this fundamental difference between the H and356

Halogen bond behaviour and why do the second row cases of the halogen357

accepting atoms deviate from the regression line? These questions will be358

addressed in the final part of the discussion after having discussed some more359

technical problems putting the results in a broader perspective now that with360

the halogen bond cases we apparently dispose of a series of data showing a fair361

range and apparently bearing interesting information. Also here two question-362

s/issues are addressed: what is the influence of the level of theory and what is363

the influence of the condensation technique.364

3.2 Methodological issues365

Concentrating first on the influence of the level of theory (IPA, RPA or Full)366

the overall results in Table S1 for the halogen-bond cases on which we will367

concentrate in this section show that the orders of magnitude of the mostly368

used IPA approximation and the full expression are similar, though for the369

larger values the IPA approximation has more tendency to overestimate the370

correct “full value”. In Figure 3 an overall very satisfactory R2 value of 0.890371
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is observed, the slope deviating however substantially from 1 (0.53). This is an372

important result as (vide supra) nearly all previous LRF calculations were, for373

computational simplicity, carried out at the IPA level. In view of the correlation374

sketched above and, importantly, in view of the comparative nature in all these375

studies (comparison of relevant LRF values between atoms in a given molecule376

or between different molecules) it can safely been said that the chemistry which377

was displayed in these values can be built upon as it stands. The values itself378

will change when adopting the full version of the theory, but the trends will379

be conserved.380

<<< INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE >>>381

<<< INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE >>>382

We also display in Figure 4 the correlation between the RPA values and383

the IPA results, again for the 11 X-bond cases: the result is less satisfactory,384

with a appreciably smaller R2 value of 0.753. The message is clear: the IPA385

model, the crudest approximation in the Coupled Perturbed approaches we386

described above, makes sense, in its consistency that it neglects all corrections387

due to the perturbed orbitals on the Coulomb, exchange-correlation operators.388

Correcting, as in RPA , only for the influence of polarisation in the Coulomb389

term, gives a somewhat imbalanced model, due to the neglect of exchange. Re-390

introducing exchange, together with correlation in the KS case, restores this391

balance yielding results which are qualitatively in line with the crudest approx-392

imation, be it quantitatively different. These results can be compared within393

the introductory results on benzene in Ref. [26], the only molecule for which394

comparative results in this context were published until now, where it was395

found that although the IPA values are now significantly higher than for the396

two other levels (cf. the overall much higher values in view of the intramolecu-397

lar character of the comparison) and which among each other are quite close,398
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the overall pattern at the three levels is identical. The zig-zag behavior of the399

(1,1), (1,2) , (1,3) and (1,4) benzene matrix elements (the number referring to400

the Carbon numbering in benzene) [36] prevails at all levels of theory, be it401

that the exact exchange term was evaluated in a different way (vide supra),402

which however was shown during the preparation of the present paper to have403

only minor numerical consequences. Based also on ample evidence given in Ref.404

[77] where tests were carried not only on e.g. aromaticity indicators in aro-405

matic six-rings, but also on diatomics, the inductive and mesomeric effects in406

(un) substituted (un)saturated hydrocarbons, ... it can be decided that in the407

future, if computational timing is a burden, the IPA approximation can still be408

used in qualitative comparative work in discussing overall trends but that in409

quantitative studies the full option however derives to be used still neglecting410

however the contributions of the derivatives with respect to ∇ρ to fXC. Note411

that the timings are still unfavorable for the full option and that presently a412

much faster version of the LRF code is in preparation. [77] Finally we depict413

in Figure 5 the correlation between the Iterative Hirshfeld and FOHI results414

for condensation in the case of the LRF values for the halogen bond donor415

and acceptor atoms in the 11 X-bond systems considered. The high correlation416

coefficient (R2=0.998) and the slope value 0.944 indicate that both techniques417

yield highly similar results, be it that the FOHI technique, in view of its more418

elegant/consistent way of calculating spherical atom densities way of treating419

the sphericalisation issue might, in our opinion, be the method of choice.420

<<< INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE >>>421
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3.3 Deepening the discussion on the difference between422

hydrogen and halogen bonds and between halogen423

bonds internally424

The first question formulated in Section 3.1 was the fundamentally different425

behaviour between hydrogen bonds (extremely small LRF values showing little426

or no variability) and halogen bonds (values typically one order of magnitude427

larger and showing a much higher variability). In our view the interpretation428

of this difference can be traced back to the definition of the Linear Response429

Function itself. Equation 2 clearly points out that the reactivity descriptor we430

treat pertains a perturbation only in the potential of the reference system,431

often called in CDFT a ∆v perturbation, as opposed to its alternative, a ∆N432

perturbation (cf. the nature of the E = E[N, v] functional). These potential433

perturbations are directly related to polarization effects and finally the con-434

tribution of the polarization energy in intermolecular interactions. Indeed the435

latter effects originate from the perturbation of the electron density due to436

the change in potential , as opposed to electrostatic effects involving only the437

unperturbed density.[85] The LRF is now nothing else than the response func-438

tion associated to the polarization phenomenon as it determines, together with439

the perturbing potential, the first order change in the density ∆ρ(r) upon a440

perturbation ∆v(r′) via Eq. 4. Via corrections to the density ∆V perturba-441

tions are in this way responsible for those energy corrections commonly termed442

as polarisation energy. The polarisability of the species then comes into play.443

When considering a ∆V perturbation due to an external field ǫ, of interest in444

recent work on the inclusion of external fields in CDFT [86], the elements of445

the polarisability tensor can be written [87, 88]446
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αij =

∫ ∫

riχ(r, r
′)r′jdrdr

′ (i, j = x, y, z) (21)

which can be casted in a local form as

α(r)ij =

∫ ∫

riχ(r, r
′)r′jdr

′ (i, j = x, y, z) (22)

linking in this case in a direct way the (local) polarizability and the LRF447

. Note that in the past connections between the Grand Canonical Ensemble448

analogue of the LRF, the softness kernel, and the CDFT counterpart of the449

polarisability, the (global) softness, have been established. The global softness450

is simply obtained by twice integrating the softness kernel, the intermediate451

result being the local softness452

S =

∫

s(r)dr with s(r) =

∫

s(r, r′)dr′ (23)

A cubic relationship was established between α and S in the case of iso-453

lated atoms. [89, 90].Taking all things together it can be expected that with454

increasing polarizability of e.g. the halogen partner in a X-bond (passing from455

Cl to Br and I) the LRF of the donor acceptor couple will increase, further456

finetuning being of course being taken care of by the other partner. On the457

other hand in hydrogen bonds the halogen is replaced by a hydrogen atom , of458

very low polarisabilty and on top of that usually involved in a covalent bond459

with a strongly electronegative atom (F, O, N, . . . considering here only first460

row atoms) so that the H-atom is further reduced in its electronic population.461

This further diminishes its polarisability. As moreover the bonding partners462

in the cases considered in this paper are also (the same) first atoms showing463

besides high electronegativity, a low polarisability (or softness), the polarisa-464

tion effect, which we expect to be reflected in the LRF, can be expected to465
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be (very) low. This should be compared with the electrostatic effect in which466

the unpolarised density is at stake as present in the Molecular Electrostatic467

Potential (MEP). [91] Several (H bond) interaction energy decomposition tech-468

niques are at present available, sometimes with deviating nomenclature, but469

simply referring to the early work by Morokuma in his first ab initio parti-470

tioning technique [92] our argumentation seems to consistent. Looking in more471

detail at the values for the halogen bonds it can be seen that the highest inter-472

action energies for a given X bond acceptor always increase along the series473

Cl, Br and I, well known in the literature, reflecting increasing polarisabil-474

ity of the donor atom. Substantially increasing values of the LRF are thereby475

displayed stressing its capability to reflect the role of polarisation in X-bond476

formation . The role of polarisation and polarisability in a halogen bond has477

already been stressed by e.g. Politzer, Alkorta, Brink and Ibrahim and their478

coworkers,[93–96], the latter stating in 2019 that “polarisation plays a key-role479

in halogen bonding”. [96] In globo and as a first conclusion it can be stated480

that, as opposed to the case of H-bonds, the LRF can be used to interpret the481

trends in these non-covalent interactions. Note that these findings are also in482

line with our recent work [77] showing for example an increase in the C-C LRF483

when passing from ethane, via ethene to acetylene, reflecting the increasing484

polarisability when passing from a single to a double and a triple bond (for485

early experimental work on bond polarisabilities revealing the same trend, see486

[97]). What about the outliers involving the presence of a second row atom487

(S) involved as halogen bond acceptor? The reason might be that we are devi-488

ating more from a homogeneous series and that, as we make intermolecular489

comparisons instead of intramolecular ones, or better comparisons between490

complexes instead of between different positions in a given complex, the next491

step, presently in preparation in our group, might be (vide supra) to refine492
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the treatment by comparing softness kernel elements instead of LRF elements.493

Defined in the context of the Grand Canonical Ensemble with the Ω = Ω[µ, v]494

functional as counterpart of the E = E[N, v] functional, the second functional495

derivative of Ω with respect to v(r) at constant µ emerges as an analogue of496

the LRF. [4, 5] One of the most interesting properties of this kernel, is that497

upon integration it yields the local softness s(r) [44, 98] which in its turn via498

the expression s(r) = Sf(r) yields the global softness (for a recent overview499

of the mathematical properties of both the LRF, and the softness kernel see500

[99]). In analogy with the role of the local softness, being more adapted for501

comparisons of reactivity between different systems than the Fukui function502

[5, 98], passing from the LRF χ(r, r′) to its counterparts(r, r′) may indeed be503

expected to be a next step in reactivity studies, at stake when making com-504

parisons between different systems (vide supra). Converting LRF values to the505

softness kernel can be made via the famous Berkowitz-Parr relation [44]506

s(r, r′) =− χ(r, r′) +
s(r)s(r)

S

=− χ(r, r′) + Sf(r)f(r)

(24)

where f(r) is the Fukui function. Recently it was shown that, based on the507

convexity of Ω(v) [99, 100] as opposed to the concavity of E(v) [2, 99–103],508

the following inequality holds509

s(r, r) ≥
s(r)2

S
≥ 0 (25)

linking the three softness descriptors in another way. The diagonal elements510

of the softness kernel should thus be positive or zero as opposed to those of511

the LRF. In an atom-condensed form Eq. (24) can be rewritten as512
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− sAB = χAB −
sAsB

S
= χAB − fAfBS = χAB −

fAfB

η
(26)

where sA and sB denote atom condensed local softness values. Only a single513

paper hitherto made a numerical comparison between LRF and softness kernel514

values. In the case of hexatriene (see SI of [45]), using analytical expressions515

for the Fukui function and the hardness [104] it was found that for all elements516

of the LRF matrix the correction when passing to the softness kernel-matrix517

is such that the overall sequence of the C1 Cn (n=1,2, 6) matrix elements518

does not change. The correction for the off-diagonal χ elements (at stake in the519

present study) , which are positive, is always negative with an overall tendency520

of reducing the (absolute value) of the sAB matrix elements as compared to the521

χAB values. Importantly, the correction is proportional to the product of the522

local softness values. Despite being divided by the total softness, this indicates523

that in a given system the correction will be more important for the heavier524

congeners of e.g. the halogen bonding acceptor atom. This might result in a525

tendency of the two S-containing outliers in Figure 2 (in combination with the526

two heavier, and thus more polarisable, halogens Br and I) to come closer to527

the overall correlation curve (indicated by the red arrows). The situation that528

the original deviation is much larger for the heavier halogen (I) than for its Br529

counterpart further supports the hypothesis that, when passing to a softness530

kernel a still more uniform picture might appear.531

4 Conclusions532

In an effort to extend the use of the Linear Response Function to interpret533

non-covalent interactions its implementation with Coupled Perturbed Hartree534

Fock or Kohn Sham theory was scrutinized, delineating the different levels535

of approximation, and establishing clear rules for an efficient evaluation of536
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the LRF in the case of the full first order correction level for different types537

of exchange-correlation functionals. The intricacies in the evaluation of the538

exchange correlation term in the case of meta GGAs and Hybrid functionals539

were thereby highlighted. Based on a set of 25 hydrogen bonded and 11 halogen540

bonded systems, selected from Hobzas S66 and X 40 compilation, the correla-541

tion between the interaction energy and the LRF matrix element between the542

hydrogen/halogen bond donor and acceptor atom was investigated. The case543

of H bonding fails to yield a decent correlation in contrast with the excellent544

result for the halogen bonds where the sequence of increasing strength when545

passing from Cl to Br and I is retrieved. The correlation between the full first546

order correction and the Independent Particle Model is high, providing sup-547

port for our previous work using the IPA approximation as is also the case for548

the previously used Iterative Hirshfeld condensation and the more advanced549

FOHI method making use of fractional occupation numbers. The fundamen-550

tal difference between hydrogen and halogen bond behaviour and the retrieval551

of the stability sequence within the halogen bonds series are traced back to552

the nature of the LRF as a response function for perturbations in the exter-553

nal potential putting polarisation effects and the polarisability of the atoms554

of the donor- acceptor couple at the forefront. The extension to the use of555

the softness kernel is advocated and already used qualitatively to rectify the556

behaviour of two deviating complexes involving S as second row halogen bond557

acceptor atom.558
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5 Figures570

Fig. 1 The Response Function Tree of the Energy vs. changes in the number of electrons N
and the external potential v(r), up to n = 2 (see text). Red arrows indicate differentiation
with respect to N , and green arrows indicate differentiation with respect to v(r) (see text).
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Fig. 2 Correlation between the H- and X- bond interaction energy (∆E) (in kcal mol−1)
and the Linear Response Function atom-atom matrix element χH/X···B (in a.u.) for hydro-
gen and halogen bonds, B denoting the acceptor atom. The H-bond cases are schematically
represented in the vertical blue block showing no internal correlation (see text). The corre-
lation for the X-bonds is shown for all complexes involving a first row acceptor atom B (in
black). The two red points refer to halogen bond complexes involving a second row (S) atom
as acceptor atom. The arrows represent the expected evolution when passing from the LRF
to the softness kernel (see text).
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Fig. 3 Correlation between Linear Response Function atom-atom matrix elements
χH/X···B (in a.u.) for halogen bonds at the IPA and “Full” level (all values in a.u.).
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Fig. 4 Correlation between Linear Response Function atom-atom matrix elements
χH/X···B (in a.u.) for halogen bonds at the RPA and IPA level (all values in a.u.).
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Fig. 5 Correlation between the Iterative Hirshfeld (HI) and FOHI results for condensation:
the LRF values for the halogen-bond donor and acceptor atoms (in a.u.).
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